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l. Answer all questions eaih in a word or maximum of 30 words.

1. Split edition of magazines and its significance.

2. What do you mean by centrespread?

3. ln-depth reporting in magazine journalism.

4. lllustrated weekly of lndia.

5. The role played by The Caravan is ptesent day Indian magazine joumalism.

6. Wrile on the concept of periodicity in magazine publication.
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7 . What do.you mean bY bleed?

8. What do you rnean by photo montage? .I
9. Write on'the contributions of Vinod Mehta lo rnagazine iournalism.

10. What do you tnean by featurisation?
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lll. Write short essays, each nol exceeding '120 words, or any six of the following:

23. "Reviews form a major contenl of a general interest magazines" Do you agree?
Explain.

24. What do you mean by narrative journalism?

25. Write on differeht types of feature stories that appear in a general interest
magazine.

26. What are the unique characteristics of magazine writing? How it is different from
writing for newspaper?

27 How do specialised and targeted readers make magazines the most advertising
friendly medium?

28 How does a photography add beauty to magazine lay out? Explain different
photo editing techniques?

29. Which are the striking differences between a general interest and special interest
magazine? Explain.

30 What do you mean by data journalism?

' 31. How do magazines adapt teahnoiogical changes to pompete with other media?
Fxplain.

(6x4=24Marks)

lV. Write long essays on any two of the following:

32. Critically evaluate the role of health magazines in creating awareness among
public on health issues.

33. Write an essay on the different types or genres of contents that can be included
in a magazines.

34. Write in detail the different types of magazines with examples.

35. "lnterviews are one of the most attractive feature stories in magazines" Explain
giving importance to the procedure of publishing a good magazine interview.
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